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 (VCD Videos, DVD videos) Changelog Version 2.6.1.1362 . Fixes problems with VCD playback and DVD playback when
converting multiple video files into multiple. Select a Preferred Video player to play VCD, DVD, CD and all other video files. .
Fixes a problem where "black" video displays as "grey" when a "black & white" video is processed. . Fixes a problem where the

encoded VCD file created by the "Real VCD" menu item has a higher video/audio quality than the VCD file created by the
"Real VCD" menu item without "Extended Information". . Fix a problem where the size of a VCD file was incorrectly set to 0
if "Cleaning up" is performed when selecting "Convert to VCD". . Fixes a problem where the audio/video settings in the video

file in the "Real VCD" menu item are not saved after "Convert to VCD" when converting a real VCD file. . Improved the
"Rename File with Preset Name" feature. . Improve DVD and VCD chapter conversion performance. . Fixes a problem where
errors occur in the created VCD file when an audio file is selected. . Fix a problem where the created VCD file has an incorrect
size. . Fixes a problem where the menu item for "Set Default video output format" is not available when converting a file with

video format "Anamorphic". . Fixes a problem where video file information in the "Real VCD" menu item is incorrect after the
file conversion is completed. . Improved the "Convert to VCD" performance. . Fixes a problem where "Black & White" and

"Invert Colors" options are not available for the video stream when converting a black & white or inverted colored video file. .
Improved audio/video settings in the "Real VCD" menu item when "Cleaning up" is performed after the conversion. . Improved
the "Edit Movie" performance when converting a video file with an audio track. . Improved the playback performance for VCD

and DVD movies when converting multiple files. . Improve the audio/video settings in the "Edit Movie" menu item when the
user does not want to convert the video files to an MP4 file. . Improved the "Real VCD" menu item playback performance. .

Improved the VCD and DVD chapter f3e1b3768c
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